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Faversham smiled tolerantly. *' Under ordinary cir-
cumstances—I am bound to emphasise that—1 think
they would save the State money and themselves trouble,
by doing so."
Hanslet took his pouch from his pocket, and began to
fill a large and well-blackened pipe. It was a lengthy
process, and was followed by laborious puffing till the
tobacco was well alight. Not until he was satisfied that
the pipe was drawing properly did he make any com-
ment. Then, with exaggerated carelessness, he addressed
Sir Alured. " So you would expect Ernest Venner to
turn up any moment?"
Di. Priestley watching them both, saw Faversham's
expression turn to one of astonishment. " Ernest* Vcn~
ner?" exclaimed the pathologist. " Why, what on earth
has he got to do with it?"
Hanslet allowed himself a moment in which to enjoy
Faversham's surprise. " Why, didn't you know, Sir
Alured?'' he replied innocently. " Ernest Venncr has
been missing from his home for nearly a week. lit; was
last seen on Wednesday the I5th to be exact. We've put
the usual notice in the papers, and there has been an
S.O.S. broadcast.'1
"'It seems, Faversham, that after all there arc people
whom these messages do not reach/' remarked Dr.
Priestley quietly. " As it happens, I saw the notice m
The Times, The name caught my eye. This Ernest
Venner is, I suppose, the same man who achieved
momentary notoriety recently in connection with th<3
death of his uncle ?''
" That's the chap, Professor,," Hanslet replied. " I
thought Sir Alured might be interested to hear that he
was missing."	w
" Trying to pull my leg, in fact," laughed Faversham,
" No, I must admit that I had heard nothing of it, Bu1
that doesn't affect my argument. Venner's disappear-

